
96 POINTS - HALLIDAY WINE COMPANION 2021
This does command respect thanks to the fruit coming off 123yo vines and the 
care with it from that moment right through to the winemaking. It is powerful and 
divine. Lush with the dark fruit coated with chocolate, pepper and coffee. The 
palate feels all velvety with the tannins neatly placed, the oak integrated and 
with a glass in hand, a sense that all’s well with the world. 

93 POINTS - NICK STOCK, JAMESSUCKLING.COM 
From a single parcel of 1894-planted shiraz at the estate vineyard in Nuriootpa, 
this has a very attractively rich and ripe feel with a tarry overlay, fresh earth and 
violets, as well as mulberries, redcurrants, red plums and oak spice bubbling 
through. The palate has the trademark smooth, chocolate and ripe red plums, as 
well as some darker berry flavors. Good balance here.

SILVER - INTERNATIONAL WINE & SPIRIT COMPETITION
Bright, youthful and fruit-forward with notes of rich blackberry and black cherry, 
despite showing signs of development with aromas of fig, leather, coffee and 
game. A powerful wine.

COMMAND SHIRAZ ACCOLADES
Excellent - Langton’s Classification of Australian Wine VII, VI, V, IV
The Best of the Year 2015 - Langton’s
Top 10 Barossa Valley Reds from the 2010 vintage - Decanter 2014
Top 12 Most Collectible Old Vine Shiraz - Decanter 2014
Top 100 Australian Wines - Matthew Jukes 2014, 2009
Best in Class, Gold Medal - International Wine & Spirits Competition 2010
Top 100 Wines in the World - Wine Spectator 2004, 2000
Best Shiraz in the World Trophy - London International Wine and Spirit Comp 2000
World’s Top 80 Wines - Robert Parker

2017 COMMAND
SINGLE VINEYARD SHIRAZ 

eldertonwines.com.au @eldertonwines

The Elderton Command Shiraz is truly one of Australia’s best and most highly regarded icon wines, sourced from 
a single vineyard planted over 125 years ago, in 1894. Command has established an enviable reputation since 
the first vintage in 1984. 

The second generation of the Ashmead family, and Elderton Co-Managing Directors, Allister and Cameron, as 
the current custodians of a rare piece of Barossa Valley viticultural heritage, continue their parents aspirations 
and expectations to produce a great wine of the world. The Command is truly an expression of place, and one 
of which the family intends to preserve for generations to come.

Allister Ashmead notes, “This vineyard sits on great dirt and just knows how to produce fruit at the highest level. 
The Command Shiraz is certainly a wine that the Ashmead family is immensely proud of.”


